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Beer-trail Maps and the Growth of Experiential Tourism

A well-designed map can influence tourists’ activities, yet tourist maps and their designs remain under-examined in the 
cartographic literature. Today, many Americans are traveling to indulge in new food and drink experiences, which can 
potentially increase revenues in other related tourist amenities. Specifically, travel to craft breweries is increasing, and 
tourism agencies throughout North America promote beer trails. This study identified 100 beer trails promoted by official 
tourism agencies, inventoried how many of those trails’ marketing materials included a map, and evaluated those maps 
using Quantitative Content Analysis (QCA) for common design elements. The overall goal of the project was to deter-
mine if the maps featured only the breweries or if they promoted visiting additional experiential activities that contrib-
uted to the creation of a sense of place, and that in turn, may provide potential benefits to the travel destination.

The results found that tourism agencies aggressively advertise local breweries, but the maps developed for beer trails 
significantly underutilize effective cartographic principles and do not promote other regional activities. Most trail maps 
were made with Google Maps, an effective tool for navigation, but one that often produced unbalanced layouts and did 
not use symbology to effectively emphasize tourist activities. Additionally, Google Maps tends to suggest travel on main 
roads or highways rather than smaller back roads that are more likely to host additional local activities. A limited number 
of maps were artistically designed to focus the viewer’s attention on the regional landscape and other available activities, 
but were designed in a highly generalized, cartoon-like style. Only two agencies mapped breweries along with suggested 
routes and additional activities using symbols, colors, fonts, and pictures appropriate for the age demographic of their 
market audience.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Tourism is a globally important, dynamic industry. 
It constantly changes based upon shifts in the popularity 
of different activities and interests, economies, politics, 
and the perceived value or condition of the destination. 
One of the recent changes in the US industry is the in-
creased number of Americans travelling to places where 
they can sample the food and drink from different regions. 
Not only can they consume the product close to where it 
is made, but they can also experience local traditions and 
customs. One such type of tourism destination is the craft 
brewery. The number of people traveling to enjoy a beer, 
see how it is made, learn something about the process, and 
even socialize with the brewer is on the rise. Craft beer 
tends to be consumed by a particular demographic, one 

that has some disposable income, available recreational 
time, and is likely to seek out experiential tourism activi-
ties (McLaughlin, Reid, and Moore 2014). “Tapping” into 
this consumer market offers regions surrounding brew 
trails the potential to create experiential tourist destina-
tions and generate additional income.

This study examined how often maps were used to en-
courage tourism surrounding prominent beer-producing 
regions in North America. Among those areas that did 
utilize a map, Quantitative Content Analysis (QCA) was 
used to determine if the maps were purely wayfinding 
tools, or whether they displayed other tourist attractions 
to market the surrounding region. Of the maps that did 
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promote the broader region, I asked what type of sym-
bolization and design techniques were used. The overall 
goal of the project was to assess if these tourism maps are 

contributing to the creation of a sense of place, and in 
turn, providing potential benefits to travel destinations.

I M P O R TA N C E  O F  TO U R I S M  M A P S
The tourism industry is highly competitive, with 
destinations being sold as branded, marketed products. 
Monmonier (1996) states that cartography and advertising 
can promote a clear, favorable image, and that marketing 
maps can be an effective, eye-catching tool. All maps have 
some bias (Wood 1992), but some can be more persuasive 
than others. Maps can greatly influence the success of a 
region (Ashworth 2011), for they play a significant role 
in how we discover, learn, and communicate information 
about the world. While maps should be fundamental tools 
used in planning a trip (Richmond and Keller 2003), they 
are an underutilized resource in tourism (Bailey et al. 
2012). Bailey et al. (2012) found that although most visi-
tors use maps to acquire spatial knowledge, many maps in 
informational brochures and at tourist kiosks suffer from 
poor design.

Tourism maps and their design remain under-examined 
in the literature of tourism geography and cartography. 
Unlike thematic or cadastral maps, Muehlenhaus (2011a) 
stated that persuasive maps are not well studied in the car-
tographic literature, and argued that the goal of persua-
sive tourist maps is different than more scientifically-ori-
ented maps. Del Casino and Hanna (2000) argued that 
this omission is in part because tourism maps are seen as 
blatant forms of advertising, with great aesthetic and car-
tographic license. Grant and Keller (1999) found the ne-
glect of tourist mapping in the academic literature surpris-
ing due to the importance of promoting destinations, and 
a map’s ability to contribute to both the production and 

perception of space. They argued that the fields of recre-
ation and tourism could greatly benefit by improving their 
maps to help create a sense of place and regional attach-
ment to the landscape. Hojman and Hunter-Jones (2012) 
found that most tourists conscientiously follow suggested 
routes, travel to recommended areas, and seek out other 
consumption activities and social experiences that are ad-
vertised. Maps, therefore, could be used to channel desired 
tourist activities.

The content and structure of tourism maps changes fre-
quently. Increasingly, people are using websites, social 
media, and smart phone apps to plan and book trips and 
excursions (Fuggle 2016); such digital technologies remove 
physical barriers and eliminate printing and distribution 
costs. Along with these recent shifts from printed bro-
chures to online maps, the types of activities promoted by 
such maps and the appeal of particular destinations con-
tinue to change over time. Martin (2011) provided histor-
ic evidence that representations of idealized activities and 
images changed over three decades of American tourism 
maps in the Caribbean. Schnell (2011) examined recent 
tourism guides from North America. Using quantitative 
content analysis, he found notable changes from 1993 to 
2008, including an enormous expansion in the promotion 
of activity-based experiential tourism centered on local 
food and agriculture. Usage of the keywords “local” in-
creased tenfold, “agriculture” tripled, and “farm” or “farm-
ers” quadrupled in tourist guides from the United States.

G R OW T H  I N  E X P E R I E N T I A L  TO U R I S M
Tourism is one of the fastest-growing businesses in 
the world, and many tourists, particularly Americans, 
enjoy their recreational time by traveling to places of food 
and beverage production to seek out new palate expe-
riences (Veeck, Che, and Veeck 2006). Variations in the 
language used to describe these experiences, such as gas-
tronomic tourism, food tourism, agritourism, wine tour-
ism, and beer tourism reflect a focus on the unique types 

of cultural experiences that a specific location’s food and 
drink can provide. Travelers journey to farms, vineyards, 
breweries, festivals, trade shows, and farmers markets to 
indulge their palate, while also immersing themselves in 
local traditions, cultures, economies, and communities. 
This experiential consumption creates enjoyment for the 
traveler that extends past the basic intake of food and drink 
to include education at the source of production, while 
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travelers also glean pleasure from the regional environs, 
recreational activities, and cultural lifestyles (Hojman and 
Hunter-Jones 2012).

The growth in experiential tourism corresponds to the 
larger farm-to-table movement. Food tourism fuels the 
notion that there is more to food than food itself, and that 
taken out of its geographic context, it loses its meaning. 
Schnell (2011) suggested that part of this growth can be 
attributed to recent food scares, such as mad cow disease, 
food recalls, and E. coli outbreaks. Meanwhile, Colton and 
Bissix (2005) stressed that the growth is a result of tourists 
seeking alternatives to patterns of hedonistic consumption. 
Additionally, with growing concerns of conflict, terrorism, 
and global economic meltdowns, many travelers yearn for 
an idyllic, rural vacation. This sector of the tourism indus-
try feeds on nostalgia for the vanishing rural past, and on 
many people’s affection for the countryside as our society 
becomes more urbanized. This growth of tourism can be 
seen as an extension of the neolocal movement described 
by Tuan (1991), as a conscious commitment to preserve 
and support local economies and social networks in an era 
of mass production and global consumption.

Many positive benefits come from experiential tourism. 
It has been hailed as a vehicle for regional development 
and strengthening local production (Everett and Slocum 

2013). Tourism can potentially raise local incomes while 
offering consumers local products, education, recreation, 
and socializing opportunities. The notion of eating locally 
suggests unique choices produced in an ecologically friend-
ly, sustainable way and implies empowering self-sufficient 
people. The region surrounding such tourist activities can 
potentially experience increased revenues for other relat-
ed businesses such as hotels, gift stores, and gas stations. 
Ferreira and Muller (2013) described the growth in wine 
tourism as a driver of economic and social development in 
rural areas because of the collective lifestyle experiences.

Wineries, distilleries, and breweries are at the forefront 
of this growing industry. Parts of Europe and North 
America, such as Bordeaux, France; Tuscany, Italy; and 
the Napa Valley, California, have established themselves 
as experiential tourist regions, but Carmichael and Senese 
(2012) reported that lesser-known areas are also see-
ing rapid growth in the tourism and experiential sectors. 
Halladay (2012) reported that in 2012, Virginia’s wineries 
experienced a 106% increase in tourism since 2005, con-
tributing $747 million annually to the Commonwealth, 
Kentucky’s Bourbon Trail reported over 450,000 visitors 
in one year, and the online travel company Viator saw a 
50% increase of wine tour sales in 2011. Viator also re-
ported that craft beer tours are becoming more abundant.

T H E  G ROW T H  O F  CR A F T  B EER  A N D  I T S  CO N N E C T I O N  TO  TO U R I S M
Beer has been an important consumption commod-
ity in the United States from its early European settle-
ment to the present day (Feeney 2015); in recent decades, 
marketing and advertising have had significant impacts 
upon the economic success of the industry. Following 
Prohibition, the American beer industry experienced 
steady growth, along with the consolidation of breweries, 
and entered an era of mass production. By 1950, the top 
five brewing companies held 24% of the market and by 
1975, they held 75%, with Anheuser-Busch, Miller, and 
Schlitz-Stroh leading the nation (Batzli 2014). As the in-
dustry began to plateau in the 1970s, marketing and adver-
tising became essential. Media advertising expenditures 
increased fivefold from 1977 to 1998, with brewers spend-
ing $752 million per year (Wilcox 2001). Advertising ex-
penditures had a significant impact on market shares, and 
studies showed that creative commercials played a critical 
role in consumer behavior.

Today, Americans consume on average 20.3 gallons of 
beer per year, and although large mass-produced brands 
still hold the market, an increasing number of consumers 
are selecting craft beers (Reid, McLaughlin, and Moore 
2014). Craft breweries are considered small and indepen-
dent, use traditional brewing methods, and are known for 
their innovative flavors. The industry exploded from only 
eight craft breweries in 1980 to almost 2,500 in 2013, 
with 98% of all US breweries being small and indepen-
dent (Hoalst-Pullen et al. 2014). In June 2013, craft brew-
eries produced 7.8% of volume but 14.3% of dollar sales. 
Whitwell (2014) reported that this was a 16% increase 
in volume for craft beers, versus a 1.7% decrease for the 
mass-produced brands. Budweiser remains the third most 
popular beer in the United States, but declined in volume 
of sales 6% annually between 2008 and 2013 (Felberbaum 
2015).
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Del Buono (2015) argued that craft beer has gone from 
a niche market to a cultural phenomenon, and is one of 
the fastest-growing segments in the alcoholic beverage in-
dustry. People are willing to travel to experience drinking 
a beer at the place of production because craft breweries 
conspicuously promote traditional, wholesome brewing 
styles, advertise their use of local ingredients, demonstrate 
their connections to clean, local water sources, and name 
their beers in relation to local folklore and cultural events. 
Craft breweries clearly match their identities with their lo-
cation, and it is nearly impossible to consume a craft beer 
without some awareness of its origin and cultural expres-
sion (Caroll and Swaminantham 2000).

Craft beer is an ideal product for the experiential tour-
ism industry to market because of its ties to local geogra-
phy, and it is an important product in the tourism market 
because it is often consumed by a specific demographic 
(McLaughlin, Reid, and Moore 2014). The typical craft 
beer drinker is a well-educated, white male earning at 
least $75,000 annually. This group tends to have plenti-
ful disposable income, spends money on consuming food 
and drink, and enjoys the prestige factor that is associated 
with craft beer. Mowen, Graefe, and Graefe (2013) found 
that craft beer drinkers are adventurous, try new beers, 
and search out restaurants with craft beers. Their research 
also found that this group included many active tourists. 
Over a twelve-month span, the average craft beer drinker 

reported that they visited 30 craft breweries, made two 
50-mile or greater trips that involved stopping at a craft 
brewery, and attended at least two craft beer festivals.

The growth of craft breweries across the United States 
is geographically uneven. The largest concentration of 
breweries is in California, the Pacif ic Northwest, and 
Colorado, with a secondary hub near the Great Lakes, and 
a third concentration in the Mid-Atlantic States (Hoalst-
Pullen et al. 2014). Strong local pride and ties to historic 
immigrant settlement patterns are often cited as the rea-
sons for growth in these areas, while religion and legal re-
strictions on home brewing that have only recently been 
removed can be linked to the scarcity of craft breweries in 
the South. Although analysis shows that the size of pop-
ulation heavily influences the number of breweries, Reid, 
McLaughlin, and Moore (2014) controlled for total pop-
ulation and found that Vermont had the highest number 
of breweries per capita, probably due to tourism. Similarly, 
Baginski and Bell (2011) used step-wise regression mod-
els and identified areas with large, tourist-based econo-
mies, such as Charlottesville, Virginia; Asheville, North 
Carolina; Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; and southern 
coastal Florida as having well above the expected number 
of craft breweries based upon their location and total pop-
ulation size. These studies demonstrate that craft brewer-
ies are a big draw for tourists, and that they can contribute 
to the potential success of a tourism region.

M E T H O D  F O R  E X A M I N AT I O N  O F  E X I S T I N G  B E E R  T R A I L  M A P S
For this study, I inventoried beer trails promoted by 
official tourism agencies, and tallied how many of those 
trails included a map. Because most travel plans begin 
with the internet, I used common search engines to iden-
tify beer trails in regions with high concentrations of craft 
breweries. The top five search engines, Google, Bing, 
Yahoo, Ask, and Aol (eBizMBA Guide 2016) were used 
to identify beer trails from official tourism offices, brew-
ery associations, and regional partnerships in areas with a 
high concentration of breweries. Searches included com-
binations of the following terms: craft beer, breweries, ale, 
lager, food, trails, destinations, vacations, trips, and experi-
ences. Repeated searches looked for beer trails in regions 
of decreasing size, starting with North America and the 
United States, followed by regions, such as the Pacific 
Northwest, Northeast, or Midwest, followed by individ-
ual state-level searches such as California, Oregon, and 

Pennsylvania. Local areas, such as the Willamette Valley, 
Hudson Valley, and greater Philadelphia region were then 
searched. Finally, the most local scale was searched to 
identify beer trails in individual cities such as Portland, 
San Diego, Boulder, Grand Rapids, Asheville, and 
Pittsburgh.

Both descriptive statistics and qualitative measures were 
employed to examine the inventoried maps. Suchan and 
Brewer (2000) have suggested several qualitative methods 
that are valid for scientific inquiry, and have argued that 
qualitative research can assist cartographers to uncover 
patterns of inter-relationships. Additionally, Muehlenhaus 
(2011b) provides a critical review of the benefits of quanti-
tative content analysis (QCA), and stresses its strength in 
examining changes in thematic map design. QCA allows 
for the construction of quantitative measures of particular 
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graphic elements and the comparison of different mapped 
traits. For QCA to be valid, research questions must be 
determined prior to study, and explicit codes must be de-
veloped and rigorously applied to all maps, so results can 
be replicated.

The goal of this project was to determine how many tour-
ism brewery trails include maps, and of those that do, 
what design techniques are common? An additional ques-
tion was whether these maps contribute to the creation of 
a sense of place, and in turn provide potential additional 
benefits to the travel destination. The QCA codes, there-
fore, focused on these questions. The first set of codes de-
termined if the trail included a map (yes or no) and the 
scale of the map (local, regional, statewide, or national).

The next set of codes focused on the purpose of the 
map and its intended use. Ideally, interactive maps, such 
as those created in Google Maps, should be designed 
around the purpose for which the user wants to use the 
map, and can additionally offer directions from point A 
to point B. Yet, as Roth, Ross, and MacEachren (2015) 
indicate, many interactive maps have shortcomings, such 

as incorrect classification schemes, illogical symbolization, 
or even inaccurate information. This second set of QCA 
codes queried whether the map was a static product or an 
interactive map, and evaluated each map for its intended 
use (highly generalized, trip planning stage, or wayfinding 
and navigation). A highly generalized map was defined as 
a map that provided few locational clues, for example, one 
or two place names or one or two stylized roads.

 Several QCA codes focused on map design concepts com-
monly defined in the cartographic literature (MacEachren 
1994), such as layout (balanced or uneven) and point sym-
bols (iconic or geometric). A map has an incredible ability 
to emphasize particular features (Monmonier 1996), and 
several codes focused on whether symbols promoted ad-
ditional experiential tourism activities, encouraged travel 
on specific routes, or contributed to creating an overall feel 
of the destination. Further codes recorded the number of 
themes (a numeric count as defined in the legend or title), 
categorized transportation routes depicted in the map (all 
roads mapped similarly, symbolized main travel routes, or 
exaggerated the beer trail location), and noted the inclu-
sion of pictures or graphics.

R ES U LT S
Craft beer tourism and brew trails are thriving, are 
prominently promoted by tourism agencies, and can easily 
be discovered online. A web search for “beer trails” yields 
over 25 million results, whereas adding a specific loca-
tion to the search, such as “brew trails North America” 
or “beer trails Pacific Northwest,” returns over 2.5 million 
results. Even at a state- or city-wide level, most searches 
returned over 500,000 results. Because this study focused 
on trails that were developed to increase tourism, only 
trails designed by local, state, or regional tourism agencies 
and guilds were used, although I found many additional 
trails that were suggested by newspapers, magazines, and 
personal blogs.

The term “trail” is used loosely in many tourism webpages. 
Many local-, regional-, and state-level tourist bureaus refer 
to a “beer trail,” but do not designate a path or geographic 
structure that encourages directed movement. Due to this 
sometimes vague use of the term, only officially-designated 
beer trails that followed an identifiable path were included 
in this study. One hundred such trails were identified for 
this project, which is a strong, representative sample of the 
types of beer trails advertised for tourism purposes. Table 

1 inventories some of the characteristics of these trails, 
and the list of all trails appears in the Appendix.

The first few codes of the QCA focused on the existence 
of a map, the geographic scale of the map, and its intended 
use. Twelve tourist bureaus have created trails that proud-
ly promote their breweries, market the quality of their 
products, demonstrate their commitment to sustainable 
business practices, and show off the appeal of their dining 
environs, without providing any maps or directions. For 
example, travelindiana.com’s (n.d.) slogan is “Experience 
Authentic Indiana,” and a main section of their website 
promotes the “South Shore Brewery Trail”—nineteen 
breweries are described, but no map is included. Similarly, 
the Inland Northeast Ale Trail (Visit Spokane 2016) offers 
a color brochure depicting mountains and trees and the 
logo of each brewery, but no map. However, the remaining 
88 beer trails did include a map, and I analyzed the char-
acteristics of their marketing materials. Roughly an equal 
number of maps were identified at the local, regional, and 
statewide scales (32, 30, and 25, respectively), along with 
one national map presented by Visit USA (2016).
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The scale of the map has no ap-
parent relationship with its in-
tended use; approximately one-
half to two-thirds of the maps at 
each scale were designed for way-
f inding purposes, with the ma-
jority of those being interactive 
maps. Google Maps, by far the 
most common tool used to map 
beer trails regardless of their geo-
graphic extent, was involved in 
53.4% of the trails in this study. 
This includes the North Carolina 
Craf t Brewers Gui ld ’s (n.d.) 
“North Carolina Beer Trail,” the 
Adirondack Regional Chambers 
of Commerce’s (n.d.) “Adirondack 
Craft Beverage Trail and Map,” 
Discover Lehigh Valley’s (n.d.) 
“The Lehigh Valley Ale Trail,” 
and “The Columbus Ale Trail,” by 
Experience Columbus (n.d.). All 
of these trail maps use simple pins 
placed on a Google basemap.

Several visitor bureaus provide an 
overview of the breweries in an en-
tire area, while using Google Maps 
to provide more detailed direc-
tions, such as the examples seen in 
Figure 1. Visitphilly.com, the offi-
cial visitor website for the Greater Table 1. Inventory of official tourism beer trails categorized by scale and use.

Figure 1. Examples from VisitPhilly and Visit Denver used Google Maps to display beer trails.

Scale
Presence of a Map

Percent of trails 
with maps Intended design use Percent of maps 

with interactivity
No Map Map

Local 5 32 86.5%

Highly generalized 
3 (9.3%) 

16 (50%)
Planning 
6 (18.7%) 

Wayfinding 
23 (71.8%) 

Regional 4 30 88.2%

Highly generalized 
5 (16.6%) 

15 (50%)
Planning 

 10 (33.3%) 

Wayfinding 
 15 (50%) 

Statewide 3 25 89.2%

Highly generalized 
3 (12.0%) 

15 (60%)
Planning 

5 (20.0%) 

Wayfinding 
17 (68.0%) 

National 0 1 100%
Planning 

 1 (100%) 
1 (100%)

Total 12 88 88% 47 (53.4%)
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Philadelphia area, describes how beer was historically 
important to the city, and how today the area is thriv-
ing in the new craft brewery era. They have created the 
“Philadelphia Craft Beer Trail,” depicted as a red path on 
a light grey background with neither roads nor directions. 
It is presented on their website amongst rotating pictures 
of all the breweries, while specific directions to individual 
breweries are provided by Google Maps.

Visit Denver works with the City of Denver and the 
Colorado Tourism Department to develop economic ben-
efits for the city and its community. They have created the 
“Denver Beer Trail,” promoting over 100 breweries and 
brew pubs (Visit Denver, n.d.). The downloadable ver-
sion lists only the addresses with no map. The website has 
each brewery, links to individual business websites, and a 
Google map displaying all breweries with simple blue pin 
markers.

Visit California (2017) has a major section of their website 
devoted to beer tourism, and claims that it is a beer-lover’s 
paradise with over 500 breweries. It separates the brew-
eries into different regions, but does not have an actual 
trail or designated map. A few of the regions within the 
state do have trail maps. For example, the Sonoma County 
Tourism website (Sonoma County GIS, n.d.) has a two-
day suggested itinerary for exploring the two dozen op-
erating breweries. They created an Esri Story Map that 
allows viewers to display the county’s beer, cider, and 
spirits producers interactively, and proudly advertises the 
fast-growing industry in its subtitle (Figure 2). The map 
itself is a general locator map with only major highways 
and cities represented, but no additional tourist activities 
or attractions.

After wayf inding, the most common use of the trail 
maps was for trip planning. Maps that fell into this cat-
egory were those that presented a group of breweries 
with enough locational clues to organize a trip, but not 
enough information to actually travel or navigate to a des-
tination without the assistance of another map. Planning 
maps were found at all scales. The Massachusetts Office 
of Travel and Tourism (2014) encourages people to grab a 
beer and claims that “mapping all their breweries together 
makes trip planning a whole lot easier.” Their website de-
scribes how many of the breweries use fresh ingredients 
such as apples, blueberries, maple syrup, and cranberries 
from local farms, and how many of them are located in 
quaint buildings or scenic places, but does not represent 
these characteristics on the map (Figure 3). Similarly, the 
Wyoming Beer Trail (2016) provides the relative location 

Figure 2. Esri story map representing Sonoma County’s beer, 
cider, and spirits producers.

Figure 3. Example of trip planning maps, the Massachusetts Craft Beer Trail and the Wyoming Beer Trail, where the viewer can organize 
locations into their own trip, but needs to use additional sources to navigate to individual breweries.
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of breweries on a state-wide map, with main roads and 
towns identified.

Only a few maps at each scale were highly generalized 
and served attention-grabbing, marketing purposes rath-
er than planning or navigational purposes. Several tour-
ism agencies give an overview of all their breweries with 
very little description and few locational clues. The Maine 
Office of Tourism (2016) website has a page titled “The 
Maine Beer Trail,” which describes the history and growth 
of the state’s brewery industry. It promotes the state’s fifty 
craft breweries and highlights several of them with online 
links, but no map. However, the Maine Brewers’ Guild 
(2013) created “The Maine Beer Trail,” which lists every 
brewery in the state and color codes the breweries by their 
region (Figure 4, left). Their website describes the fresh, 
hand-crafted quality of the beer, and offers an incentive 
rewards program to visit each brewery. At a local level, The 

Gulp Coast: St. Petersburg/Clearwater Craft Beer Trail 
(Visit St. Petersburg/Clearwater 2016; Figure 4, right) di-
vides the community into three regions and provides dots 
and a connected path, but has no names of breweries, loca-
tions, or roads on the map.

The next set of codes for the QCA focused on the layout 
and symbology of the trail maps. The overall map layout 
was determined to be balanced or uneven based upon the 
points of interests, placement of any additional features 
or pictures, and the place of any title, legend, or ancillary 
information. Symbol types, generalization or exaggera-
tion of suggested travel routes, overall feel of the map, and 
number of themes were tabulated. Figure 5 displays the 
results.

With over half the maps being built upon Google Maps 
and using little additional cartographic design, the 

Figure 4. The 2013 Maine Beer Trail and the Gulp Coast: St. Petersburg/Clearwater Craft Beer Trail display highly generalized locations 
that offer limited trip planning ability and require additional maps and information to plan a trip and navigate to breweries.

Figure 5. Results of the 88 ale trail maps by scale and layout/symbology codes.
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potential for an unbalanced layout is high. Irregularly 
shaped states such as Maryland, or regions where several 
breweries are clustered together in close proximity mapped 
alongside a few dispersed breweries, present design chal-
lenges. The example of the Brew Ridge Trail (Figure 6) 
displays the location of the breweries with a simple loca-
tor pin along the top and side of the map (Nelson County 
Virginia 2017). The central portion of the page is of lit-
tle of interest to visitors. This map used simple, geomet-
ric symbols, like 49 (55.6%) of all beer trail maps. The re-
maining 44.4% used iconic symbols, which were either a 
pint glass or the individual brewery logo. Coincidentally, 
the number of balanced/uneven layouts is the inverse of 
the number of those maps that used geometric versus icon-
ic symbols at every scale. However, there is no relationship 
between these two codes, as different maps were classified 
in each category.

The potential for a beer trail to influence the direction of 
movement or suggested travel routes declined greatly as 
the region depicted grew in size. Local and regional-scale 
maps (16 (50%) and 12 (40%), respectively) symbolized 
and labeled main roads or intended paths more often than 
maps at the state or national scales (6 (24%) and 0 (0%), 
respectively). Figure 7 offers an example of map that com-
municates a trail by simplifying the surrounding areas 
and highlighting participating breweries. The Astoria 
Warrenton Chamber of Commerce, the Seaside Visitor 
Bureau, the Oregon Brewers Guild, and the Oregon 
Coast Visitor Association created the “Oregon’s North 
Coast Beer Trail” (n.d.). Their website gives viewers a 
choice of two maps. The first is an interactive web map 
created by Maplam that allows viewers to zoom in and out 
on a satellite image. The second, a printable PDF map, has 
clearly visible features that highlight the location of each 

brewery and the main route. Although an actual “trail” 
is not drawn, the prominent symbolization of the Coast 
Road against a simple background focuses the viewer’s at-
tention. The color choices, line widths, and the pictorial 

Figure 6. The Brew Ridge Beer Trail (Nelson County Virginia 
2017) is an example of how interactive maps can create an 
unbalanced map layout if they are not designed with visual 
balance in mind.

Figure 7. Examples of purposefully designed trails using effective 
generalization principles to communicate locations of breweries 
within the North Coast of Oregon region (Astoria Warrenton 
Chamber of Commerce et al. 2016) and for the Lake Erie Ale Trail 
(VisitErie 2016).
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symbols of the breweries’ logos construct this space as a 
regional beer destination. Although the emphasis on trav-
el routes was found more often on static, author-oriented 
designs, a few interactive maps mapped and highlighted a 
suggested trail. The Lake Erie Ale Trail (VisitErie 2016) 
has a 110-mile suggested trail represented with a blue line 
on Google Maps.

Most maps only advertised breweries on their trail. Despite 
many tourism agencies suggesting related activities along 
the trail, the majority did not include any themes in-
cluding these activities on their map (77.2% of the total 
number of maps). Of the twenty maps that did include 
additional items, wineries and distilleries were the most 
commonly connected tourist activity. Figure 8 displays 
two examples of how the ale trails either do not or just 
barely advertise additional tourism activities. The Hershey 
Harrisburg Wine Country LLC and Hershey Harrisburg 
Regional Visitor Bureau (2013) created the “Hershey-
Harrisburg Craft Beer Country Trail,” which clearly iden-
tifies each brewery within an approximately 30 to 40 mile 
region on a shaded relief map, displaying the topography, 
rivers, and major highways. The accompanying text on the 
website supports additional tourist activities, but they are 
not displayed on the map. The website claims these brew-
eries have a vast selection of handcrafted brews surround-
ed by first-rate attractions and world-renowned restaurants 

and hotels. The Finger Lakes Beer Trail Marketing and 
Tourism Associates (2015) created “The Finger Lakes 
Beer Trail,” which promotes New York State as a premier 
craft beer destination, listing the breweries and display-
ing them on Google Maps. This map attempts to promote 
other tourist activities with different colored symbols, yet 
the extent of items other than the breweries is limited. The 
map displays 105 breweries and brew pubs and 10 lodg-
ing accommodations, but only three restaurants, two retail 
stores, and two attractions.

Only a handful of beer trails are accompanied by maps that 
promote the larger tourism region, with a slight increase 
occurring as the geographic extent of the area depicted in-
creases, from local, to regional, to statewide maps (6.2%, 
10%, and 16%, of maps at each respective scale). Most of 
these maps characterize the physical landscape, depicting 
topography, beaches, and mountains. As seen in Figure 
8, the design of these maps almost exclusively changes to 
cartoon-like symbols, fonts with handwritten appearances, 
and highly generalized locations. The Jacksonville Visitors 
Bureau prominently promotes the “Beerventure” (Figure 
9) as one of the most prominent activities on their official 
tourism website (n.d.). The map displays the major high-
ways and sections of town, with the labeling of beaches 
and graphic scale appearing to be lettered by hand. Colored 
star shapes are used to symbolize the breweries. The map 

Figure 8. Examples of the absence or limited inclusion of additional tourist activities on trail maps (Hershey Harrisburg Wine Country, LLC 
and Hershey Harrisburg Regional Visitor Bureau 2013; Finger Lakes Tourism and Marketing 2015). 
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is intended to grab the viewer’s attention and provide rel-
ative location rather than actual directions to the brewery. 
The Fort Worth Convention and Visitors Bureau (n.d.) en-
courages people to download the official “Ale Trail Map” 
from their website. The map sits amongst links to the indi-
vidual breweries, an incentive passport program, and “off 
the trail” promotion of wineries and distilleries. The map 
has an extremely generalized outline of the city locating 
the breweries with their individual logos on a few main 
roads. The surrounding area is displayed with a light green 
background, the river is symbolized with a smoothed 
blue line, and several iconic, cartoonish drawings such as 
a cowboy hat, cowboy boots, and cattle fill the page. The 
drawings are intended to be characteristic of the region 

rather than representative of specific tourist destinations. 
Similarly, the Grand Rapids Convention and Visitor 
Bureau (2014) encourages people to download their “Beer 
City Ale Trail” map. This map colorfully and clearly ad-
vertises the numerous breweries located in and around the 
city. The top of the map has a cartoon-like skyline with 
a few iconic buildings and bridges intermixed amongst 
trees, a bicycle, a sailboat, and towering beer bottles and 
beer glasses, implying that beer is deeply connected to the 
historic and current landscape of the city. A few regional 
towns and points of interest are drawn on the map, and 
the text appears to be handwritten. The appearance of 
stylized trees, watercolor-painted background, lower-case 
letters for Lake Michigan, and a disclaimer stating “map 

not to scale” gives the map an 
inviting, warm, friendly place 
to visit with a slightly juve-
nile, cutesy feel.

Of all the beer trails promot-
ed by tourism off ices, two 
maps communicate the loca-
tion of breweries in addition 
to other local experiential 
tourism activities and pro-
mote the regional landscape 
in a well-designed, balanced 
graphic using symbols, colors, 
and pictures that are some-
what age-appropriate for the 
typical craft beer consumer. 
One example (Figure 10) is 
the “North Lake Tahoe Ale 
Trail,” map produced by the 
North Lake Tahoe Chamber 
(2015). The website de-
scribes the large, alpine lake 

Figure 9. Examples of beer trail maps that promote the larger tourism destination. Jacksonville, FL, Fort Worth, TX, and Grand Rapids, MI, 
(left to right) utilize cartoon-like symbols and fonts with a handwritten style.

Figure 10. Lake Tahoe interactive “Ale Trail” map that provides the viewer with additional 
experiential activities in close proximity to breweries (North Lake Tahoe Chamber 2015).
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that hosts endless adventurous outdoor activities amidst 
an equally diverse set of breweries. Text and short videos 
describing recreational activities such as kayaking, pad-
dle boarding, mountain biking, and skiing fill their web-
site along with an interactive ale trail map. The overview 
map, seen in Figure 9, is colorful and eye-catching, with 
simplified, iconic symbols for mountain bike trails, road 
biking trails, hiking trails, kayak/paddleboard trails, ski 
resorts, and breweries superimposed on a lightly shaded 
map with subtle isolines indicating the local topography. 
Major highways, resorts, mountains, rivers, and lakes are 
symbolized mostly in primary colors, and labeled in white. 
The background of the legend forms the shape of a beer 
mug, and the title “Ale Trail” is capped with a sketch of 
mountains and underlined by paddles. These design tech-
niques connect the regional landscape with the theme of 
the map, but do not distract from the important points of 
interest. When map viewers mouse over mapped features, 
an additional menu appears. Detailed information, de-
scriptions, pictures, videos, links to websites, and hours of 
operation are provided.

Figure 11 is another example of a map that encourages 
tourism and promotes attractions near breweries. This map, 
generated by the Montana Brewers Association (n.d.), en-
courages viewers to go to the website www. visitMT.com 
to learn about the great state of Montana and visit one of 
the state’s 60 craft breweries. The map highlights a few 
major highways and state roads, but draws more attention 
to the physical landscape by representing the dry plains 
and the lush mountainous areas. Major rivers, towns, 
parks, historic points of interest, and outdoor recreation 
opportunities are mapped. Drawings of wildlife, big-game 
hunting, fish, and tractors are sketched on the map, but in 
a more realistic style rather than the previously described 
cartoon-like images. Pint glasses mark the location of the 
breweries as the focal point of the map, but the additional 
eye-catching, aesthetically pleasing, and decorative fea-
tures encourage the viewer to examine and study the map. 
The clustering of large symbols over a seemingly small 

area, due to the small map scale, generates a perception 
that the landscape is brimming with a range of activities in 
a state permeated with breweries.

The variation in maps found in this study suggests that the 
majority of maps designed for marketing beer trails em-
phasize wayfinding to a destination rather than increasing 
tourism to a region. While most cartographers stress com-
munication, they generally agree that maps have aesthet-
ic functions as well, and those aesthetics will impact how 
a user interacts with the map (Kent 2012). Additionally, 
maps should seem to relate to the interests and demog-
raphy of the target audience, and can be a framework for 
marketing a sense of place (Warnaby 2008). As seen in the 
Lake Tahoe map and the Montana map, a well-designed 
beer trail map can suggest activities that might be of in-
terest to the typical demographic that drinks craft beer. 
Maps that advertise a region to active, environmentally 
conscious, millennial males may promote additional stops 
during the trip, sightseeing, and combining a range of ac-
tivities along with visiting a craft brewery.

CO N C L U S I O N
The goal of the project was to assess if beer trails 
generated by tourism agencies included a map, and if so, 
what was their intended use, what common design traits 
they shared, if they represented the regional landscape, 
and if they promoted other experiential tourism activities 

that would potentially generate additional benefits to the 
travel destination. Undeniably, tourism agencies aggres-
sively advertise local breweries as an experiential activi-
ty. In most cases, beer trails are as proudly promoted as 
local parks, museums, historic buildings, festivals, and 

Figure 11. The Montana Brewery Trail Map marks the relative 
location of breweries within the state while promoting a range of 
other activities (Montana Brewers Association, n.d.).

http://www.visitMT.com
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other prominent tourist attractions. Regardless of the geo-
graphic extent of the destination, or the distinction of the 
beer-producing region, beer trails are highly advertised 
tourist activities.

One hundred beer trails, 88 of which had maps, were 
identified from national, state, regional, and local tourism 
agency websites. This study focused on the potential for a 
map to generate tourism, and thus focused only on beer 
trails associated with tourism agencies, however it should 
be noted that many magazines, newspapers, and personal 
blogs have developed very nice, artistic maps that display a 
range of other activities. QCA was used to analyze the 88 
maps identified for this study.

Maps developed for beer trails on tourism websites, how-
ever, are significantly underutilized for marketing purpos-
es, and many do not effectively promote additional travel 
destinations. The maps rarely represent other tourist ame-
nities, and most are not designed to their full marketing 
potential. The majority of trail maps that include direc-
tions to breweries or promote an actual travel path are 
generated with Google Maps. Google Maps’ purpose is to 
allow the map user to navigate effectively from point A 
to point B, usually with the shortest distance and time. 
The graphic communication and design focus of Google 
Maps is on the actual streets that enable users to reach 
their destination. Although multiple routes can be sug-
gested, Google Maps will most often suggest traveling on 
main roads or highways, yet it is the smaller, back roads in 
many agritourism areas that are more likely to support ad-
ditional points of interest, such as fruit stands, pick-your-
own farms, smaller villages with historic points of interest, 
and other local craft shops and businesses. If most people 
using the internet to view a tourism website are in the ini-
tial stages of gathering ideas and planning a trip, design-
ing a map that effectively promotes the general locations 
of breweries and assists in discovering additional off-the-
beaten path activities may potentially generate regional 
development. In an era of readily available in-car naviga-
tion systems and smart phones, communicating what else 
a visitor can do, eat, or see in an area may be much more 
important than knowing how to get there.

A handful of maps were purposefully and artistically de-
signed with effective symbolization highlighting the lo-
cation of breweries, and only a few beer trail maps were 

designed to focus the viewer’s attention on the regional 
landscapes and additional points of interest. Most of these 
maps were designed like postcards in the 1950s, with 
iconic, cartoon-like drawings and highly generalized lo-
cations. Admittedly, these bright colors and cartoon draw-
ings are eye-catching, but are slightly unrealistic and juve-
nile in appearance. The cutesy map designs may not be an 
effective marketing tool for the typical craft beer drinker: 
a well-educated male over the age of 35.

Only two maps, “Lake Tahoe Ale Trail ” and “The 
Montana Brewery Trail Map,” highlighted the distribu-
tion and locations of breweries, suggest pathways, repre-
sent the regional landscape, and promote additional activ-
ities using symbols, colors, fonts, and pictures appropriate 
for the age demographic of their target market audience. 
Two out of the 88 official trail maps is an exceptionally 
small proportion, and demonstrates the conspicuous lack 
of use of map design principles that could harness maps’ 
potential to channel tourists to desired tourist activities. 
Most of the maps only support wayfinding needs rather 
than encouraging tourists to travel to and explore other at-
tractions outside or surrounding the destination. Possible 
future research could examine what aspects of map design 
are likely trigger specific actions by particular demograph-
ics. If a cartographer understood which aspects of design 
along with what design style, and how many features and 
themes on a map resulted in the desired map user behav-
ior (visiting additional tourist attractions), then guidelines 
and best practices could be suggested for experiential tour-
ism maps.

Travel to breweries and consumption of craft beer is part 
of a much larger farm-to-table movement. Most brewer-
ies fully embrace their connections with the local history 
and geography and engage in sustainable practices that 
support other local farmers and businesses. Experiential 
tourism and craft beer are both witnessing an economic 
resurgence. Mass-produced beer companies have engaged 
in overt forms of advertising for decades; tourism agen-
cies should seek assistance from cartographers to advertise 
craft beer companies as well. A well-designed, effective 
map could promote not only the lure of craft beer, but also 
persuade visitors to travel to a region, enjoy the local envi-
rons, explore back roads, engage in a range of experiential 
activities, and in short, influence the success of a region.
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50. Jacksonville Ale Trail 
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51. Johnston County, NC Beer Wine and Shine Trail 
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52. Kalamazoo Beer 
www.discoverkalamazoo.com/drink/beer/
kalamazoo-brewery-map/#/gallery/recent

53. Kansas Brewery and Distilleries 
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arts-entertainment/breweries-and-distilleries

54. Kansas City Ale Trail 
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55. Knoxville Ale Trail 
knoxvillealetrail.com

56. Lake Erie Ale Trail 
www.lakeeriealetrail.com

57. Lake Tahoe Ale Trail 
www.gotahoenorth.com/
north-lake-tahoe-ale-trail-map

58. Lancaster Ale Trail 
www.discoverlancaster.com/lancaster-coun-
ty-trails/ale-spirits-trail.asp

59. Lehigh Valley Ale Trail 
www.discoverlehighvalley.com/blog/post/the-
lehigh-valley-ale-trail-our-top-five-local-micro-
brew-bars
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60. LocCo Ale Trail 
www.visitloudoun.org/things-to-do/
loco-ale-trail

61. Louisiana Brewery Tour 
www.visittheusa.com/experience/
louisianas-brewery-trail

62. Louisiana Libations 
libations.louisianatravel.com/breweries

63. Maine Beer Trail Passport 
mainebrewersguild.org/
new-maine-beer-trail-passports-are-here

64. Maryland Craft Breweries 
www.visitmaryland.org/
breweries-wineries-and-distilleries

65. Massachusetts Craft Brewers Trail 
www.mass.gov/agr/massgrown/culinary_tour-
ism/docs/brewery-brochure.pdf

66. Middletown Tasting Trail 
www.middtastingtrail.com

67. Minnesota’s North Shore Beer Trail 
www.exploreminnesota.com/travel-ideas/
trekking-minnesotas-north-shore-beer-trail

68. Mississippi Brewery Trail 
www.visitmississippi.org/app/webroot/files/
Mississippi%20Brewery%20Trail%202015.pdf

69. Missoula Spirit and Ale Trail 
www.missoulaspiritandaletrail.com

70. Montana Ale Trail 
www.visitmt.com/montana-stories/mon-
tana-pressroom/story-ideas/ale-trail.html

71. NE TN SW VA Brewly Noted Beer Trail 
brewlynotedbeertrail.com

72. Nelson 151 Trail 
www.virginia.org/listings/wineriesandbreweries/
nelson151trail

73. North Carolina, A Tasty Craft Brew Tour 
www.visitnc.com/trip-idea/a-tasty-craft-brew-
tour-north-carolina-style

74. North Dakota Beer and Wine Trail 
www.ndtourism.com/articles/
north-dakota-beer-and-wine-trail

75. Oakland Ale Trail 
www.visitoakland.com/things-to-do/
oakland-ale-trail

76. Oregon North Coast Craft Beer Trail 
oregoncoastbeer.com/home-menu

77. PDX Ale Trail 
www.travelportland.com/directory/pdx-ale-trails

78. Philadelphia Craft Beer Trail 
www.visitphilly.com/itineraries/philadelphia/
the-breweries-brewpubs-and-craft-beer-trail-of-
greater-philadelphia

79. Pittsburgh Ale Trail 
pittsburghaletrail.com

80. Placer County Wine and Ale Trail 
forknroadproductions.com/wine--ale-trail-map.
html

81. Raleigh Beer Trail 
www.visitraleigh.com/raleighbeertrail

82. Richmond Beer Trail 
www.visitrichmondva.com/drink/
richmond-beer-trail

83. Rogue Valley Ale Trail 
www.southernoregon.org/rogue-valley-ale-trail

84. Santa Barbara Ale Trail 
www.santabarbaraaletrail.beer

85. Santa Cruz Beer Trail 
www.santacruzbeertrail.com

86. Shenandoah Beerwerks Trail 
beerwerkstrail.com

87. Shore Craft Beer 
shorecraftbeer.com/brewery-trails

88. Sonoma County Beer Trail 
www.sonomacounty.com/articles/beer-trail-itin-
erary-explore-breweries-sonoma-county

89. South Shore Indiana Brewery Trail 
www.southshorecva.com/ssbt

90. Southwest Florida Ale Trail 
www.swflaletrail.com

91. Summit Brew Path 
www.summitbrewpath.com
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http://www.sonomacounty.com/articles/beer-trail-itinerary-explore-breweries-sonoma-county
http://www.southshorecva.com/ssbt/
http://www.swflaletrail.com/
https://www.summitbrewpath.com/
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92. Sunrise Side Wine and Hops Trail 
www.us23heritageroute.org/wine_and_hops.asp

93. Susquehanna Ale Trail 
www.yorkpa.org/things-to-do/
susquehanna-ale-trail

94. Tampa Bay Ale Trail 
www.tampabayaletrail.com

95. Tap Trail 
www.taptrail.com

96. Tri-Valley Beer Trail 
visittrivalley.com/tri-valley-beer-trail

97. Western Massachusetts Beer Trail 
www.valleyvisitor.com/western-mass-beer-trail.
html

98. Wilmington Ale Trail 
wilmingtonaletrail.com

99. Wyoming Beer Trail 
www.wyomingbeertrail.com

http://www.us23heritageroute.org/wine_and_hops.asp
http://www.yorkpa.org/things-to-do/susquehanna-ale-trail/
http://www.yorkpa.org/things-to-do/susquehanna-ale-trail/
https://www.tampabayaletrail.com/
http://www.taptrail.com/
https://visittrivalley.com/tri-valley-beer-trail/
http://www.valleyvisitor.com/western-mass-beer-trail.html
http://www.valleyvisitor.com/western-mass-beer-trail.html
http://wilmingtonaletrail.com/
http://www.wyomingbeertrail.com/



